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Deciding Your Career

Hi, a very GOOD DAY to you from the Alma Mater Team!!!

You have arrived! And certainly it is a matter of self-appreciation for you that you have taken the most
important decision of your life to go on a guided tour of career planning program with us. Have a hot
coffee and relax! You are about to know some amazing facts about yourself and in the due course, about
us too.

"I am confused, what do
I become so that I am
successful?"

"I want to be a writer, but my father
wants me to be an engineer like him"

"My parents  want  me to  become a
Management graduate, but I want to research.
What should I do?"

"Will I be able to
comple t e  my
engineering at
the small budget
that my father
has set for my
studies?"

"I want to study
medicine, but my
parents would not
allow me to go out
of the city. Can
you suggest some
colleges near my
city?"

Have you heard these
before?

"My school life is about to end with very dry
career options from my Teacher, parents,
uncle and aunty. What should I do?"

"I want to become an Doctor,
will I be successful?"

"Amit, my elder brother is pursuing
engineering. But I want to become
a pilot. Can I become one?"

We are sure that one of these questions or most of them would have touched you at one point of time or
the other. Lets go ahead and see how is "Career Choice" done today.
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Deciding Your Career

Prevalent Trend

Would you be surprised if you hear these words?

"Hey, Rahul, Ram and Ganesh are going for
engineering. I have also heard Atul uncle say
that Computer engineering is much in demand.
Anand uncle, the computer engineer, said that
he earns Rs.50,000/- a month!!Let us also do
Computer engineering. What do you say?"

"Ram dropped out of engineering and Anand
Uncle is not happy in his job".

Ideal Way

Ideally students should choose careers and courses as
per their abilities, personalities and area of interest. It
will help them to grab the best opportunities to choose
best suited jobs in the market and ultimately give
them bright careers.
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Why Alma Mater ?

Alma Mater is based on this equation. The other foundation is, the

research on almost 1 million wish list of students across the country

done.

In addition, India's renowned educationist, psychologist and

technologists have added their mainstream work and successful

researches to make it a very practical and efficient scientific

career recommendation engine. The amalgamated efforts are

quite visible through our three Aces. Lets now take a tour in the

Ace World.

The 3 Aces of our product are an amazing
solution to your wishes to locate a bright
career. Have a look.

Alma Mater unique, proprietary and under

Patent process, Scientific Recommendation

Engine does a 360 degree mapping of a

student's profile on the critical aspects that are

ideally required to decide a Career, Course

and College.

1. Thinking ability

2. Ambition

3. Eligibility - Academics & Physical

4. Opportunity

5. Personal

6. Budget

7. Geography

We track and preserve the history of your

performances and profiles at important stages

of your Career planning for further reference

to plan your career.

1. 8th to Post graduation

365 days of online tool to:

1. Explore your career through the vast

career databank

2. Change your career foundation priorities

and makes you set your career goals

3. Lead you to select Right course, college

and a Bright career

4. Confirm facts and figures about your

career choice through interaction with

experts of your choice

Best of luck!!

Your innate strengths will always give you the best!
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Introduction

We at Alma Mater's constantly strive to help the students to excel in their life by taking the informed decisions. After
the successful launch of our Career Guidance Reports for 10th to 12th students and the Foundation Report for the 8th
and 9th standard students, we have come up with a unique product “Study Habits Report” for the students of 10th to
12th standard. This report is one more tool or perhaps the most important tool for the students to Boost their Academic
Performance.

EXPERTS SAY...

“One of the most important reasons for learning to study is that it helps to build self-confidence. When you “know that
you know” it makes it easier to achieve the goals that you set for yourself!”

“The difference between the highest- and lowest-achieving children is the degree to which they become self-regulators
of their own learning” Biemiller & Meichenbaum

This report is designed to help you develop effective study skills. This is not a magic formula for success in preparing
for tests, or written or oral assignments.

Studying requires action and practice! However, by understanding self and then using the techniques described in this
report and by applying yourself, you can gain a valuable edge in understanding your study material, preparing for tests,
and, ultimately, learning. This report contains some of the best and most effective techniques of successful students,
who typically have high grades in high school and college regardless of the courses they take. So understand your
abilities and your study techniques, think about where you stand, apply the suggestions we have provided and prepare
to become a successful student!

If you have questions, comments or suggestions, get in touch with us.
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Your Aptitude

What is Aptitude?

Aptitude is an innate or inborn capacity for learning. Alma Mater's Aptitude test assesses an individual’s strengths and

weaknesses in six key abilities.

 

Your Aptitude Test Result

1 Your performance is excellent in Numerical ability.
2 You have been assessed very good in Reasoning ability.
3 You have been assessed good in Verbal ability.
4 You have been assessed very good in Spatial ability.
5 You have been assessed very good in Rapid Evaluation Ability.
6 You have been assessed good in Cognitive Ability.
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Your Aptitude

Numerical Ability

Meaning
Numerical ability refers to the skill of using numbers quickly
and accurately, in tasks involving mathematical operations. This
is a reflection of your comfort with numbers and calculations.

Application
In our daily life, numerical ability is essential to organize
numerical data for simple calculations. In academics, problem
solving and precise measurements are required. Example:
Finding out the area of a circle, solving SUDOKU etc. reflects
numerical ability.

With High Rating
Individuals with high ability can generally excel in areas like
Science, Finance, Engineering, Research and many more.

Your Rating in Numerical Ability is Excellent.

Strengths & Shortfalls

Your rating suggests that you might like
Mathematics as well as you enjoy it. You
can utilize this while solving complex
problems. It also suggests that you might
not be facing difficulties when numbers are
concerned.

Improvement

However, you can still enhance this by
understanding concepts in mathematics and
try to solve the problems by using different
methods.

Reasoning Ability

Meaning
Reasoning ability means applying logical thinking before
coming to a particular conclusion by observation of given
information or a subject matter.

Application
Every subject requires you to co-relate and interpret theories
and other concepts. After reading any information, you start
analysing and co-relating the data. Example: Reading about
gravitational pull and reasoning why apple falls only towards
the earth.

With High Rating
Individuals generally excel in Science, Management, Auditing,
and Research fields.

Your Rating in Reasoning Ability is Very Good.

Strengths & Shortfalls

It might indicate that you are thinking
logically. This helps in any subject where
analysis is important.

Improvement

You can enhance this ability by reading
small passages and concluding the
information gathered. Start enjoying
questions like when, where, why, who,
what and how.
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Your Aptitude

Verbal Ability

Meaning
Verbal ability measures your degree of comfort with the English
language i.e., choosing and spelling words appropriately,
applying correct grammar, understanding word meanings and
relationships and comprehending detailed written information.

Application
When we want to express precisely on any topic, this ability is
very useful. Example: Participating in a essay writing
competition, a leading journalist conducting a debate on
national television.

With High Rating
Individuals generally excel in fields such as Social Studies,
Languages, Literature, Law, Education and Journalism and in
various forms of communication and media.

Your Rating in Verbal Ability is Good.

Strengths & Shortfalls

It indicates that you are good at language
but for developing a career via languages
you have to develop command over it. You
may find it difficult to use precise words.

Improvement

Read at least 10 pages suggested for extra
reading in your text book (below every
chapter). You can also elaborate various
day to day incidences by writing at least
250 words.

Spatial Ability

Meaning
Spatial ability is concerned with understanding of space and
dimensions, visualizing objects in 2-D and 3-D perspective. It is
about understanding the orientation of the figural patterns.

Application
It is necessary in day-to-day life to make a judgment about
space with respect to length, width, depth, distance, speed etc.
This ability is necessary for all sorts of academics in which
understanding and use of 2-D and 3-D is required. Example: If
you are standing in front of a big hall, what can be probable
height, width and breadth in feet?

With High Rating
Individuals generally excel in fields such as Architecture,
Design, Animation and Engineering.

Your Rating in Spatial Ability is Very Good.

Strengths & Shortfalls

This indicates that you have good
judgment of space with respect to length,
width, depth etc and also visualize them in
2D and 3D. This also indicates that you
will not have any difficulty to excel in the
areas like Architecture, Design where 2D,
3D skills are required.
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Your Aptitude

Rapid Evaluation Ability

Meaning
In Rapid Evaluation ability, the perceptual speed and accuracy
is measured by items in which the student must rapidly assess
the similarity or difference of paired groups of letters or
numbers.

Application
Rapid Evaluation ability is important to succeed in many tasks
that involve record-keeping, listing and keeping inventories.
Rapid Evaluation Ability is required in dispatching, coding and
other data management jobs.

With High Rating
Individuals generally excel in speedy and accurate recall of the
exact data received from the surroundings. It helps to avoid silly
mistakes and take quick actions/find solutions.

 Your Rating in Rapid Evaluation Ability is Very
Good.

Strengths & Shortfalls

This might indicate that you are able to
handle data with speed and accuracy and
can manage such tasks effectively.

Improvement

You can still enhance this ability by
handling large data gathered by reading and
paraphrasing.

Cognitive Ability

Meaning
This ability refers to the set of abilities, skills or processes we
need to carry out any task (complex or simple). They have more
to do with the mechanisms of how we learn, remember,
problem-solve and pay attention

Application
This ability is essential in all learning situations and to complete
all sorts of academic courses. Example: You are asked to talk in
your own words on a new science concept taught in your class.

With High Rating
An individual gets an extra edge in all learning situations and
also completes any academic course very well.

 Your Rating in Cognitive Ability is Good.

Strengths & Shortfalls

This indicates that you like to learn new
things but need keen observation and then
need to express it in your own words.

Improvement

You can enhance this ability by reading,
listening, thinking over the information
gathered and solving the problems
independently. Reading and writing
summary of whatever you have read will
help you in the long run.
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Interest Test

Interest is the tendency to attend to and be stirred by a certain object, event or process. It is accompanied by 4
attributes:-

Attention and feeling for an object●

Intensity (preference for some activities over others) and●

Duration●

Your interest is always at the core of your career decisions and that is why it is absolutely necessary to identify your
interest in a particular area. People whose interest matches with their occupation find greater deal of satisfaction; it
makes them more productive and also results in higher levels of motivation. Checking your ‘core interest’ through
Interest Test results in increased chances of success in the career.

 

Your interest graph shows an inclination towards: Social Sciences and humanities, Business and
Administration.
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Interest Test

 

Science and technology

Science is study of physical world based on
observation and experiment while Technology is
application of scientific knowledge for practical
purposes. Individuals scoring high on Science and
Technology interest category enjoy investigating,
researching, analyzing and experimenting.

Your Interest is Low in this category.

May be you don't like experiments in school
laboratory. Might also be that you are less interested
in analysing, rationalising given facts. Mostly you like
to read novels than collecting information about
plants and animals.

Creative

Creative means having the ability to create something
novel or original which involves imagination and
innovation. It can be observed in various forms like
creative drawing, thinking, writing, visualizing or
actually creating some art form etc. Individuals
scoring high on the Creative interest category enjoy
expressing themselves creatively, and considering and
implementing innovative solutions.

Your Interest is Low in this category.

It could be possible that your imagination is good but
you don't enjoy expressing your ideas through various
artistic forms and need help from someone to
illustrate the same in artistic forms. Perhaps you don't
enjoy drawing, designing or decorating.

Business and Administration

Business and Administration means managing and
organising a commercial activity. It includes planning,
directing, controlling, coordinating, budgeting and
decision making. Individuals scoring high on the
Business interest category enjoy working with people
in terms of leading, discussing ideas and inspiring
others into action.

Your level of Interest is High in this category.

You may like to read about business news and money
matters. Or you go on discussing economic problems.
Seemingly, it interests you to make budget of
household things. You take keen interest in activities
like disciplined tasks, trekking and leading the group.
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Interest Test

 

Social Sciences and humanities

It includes study of society and human thought,
culture and behaviour. Humanities explore human
condition using theories, methods and research
findings related to human behaviour and interaction.
Individuals scoring high on Humanities interest
category enjoy reading articles on social issues,
reforms or about different cultures.

Your level of Interest is High in this category.

May be you like to discuss problems and difficulties
of others and advise them. Probably, you prefer to
study various aspects of human mind and societal
customs, rules, traditions and norms. You might be
curious to know human origins or how different
cultures have evolved.

Service Industry

It's an industry that provides services to customers
according to their need. Individuals scoring high in
Service Industry interest category enjoy providing
satisfactory services to various categories of
customers as per their needs.

Your level of Interest is Medium in this category.

It  could be possible that you don't  enjoy
understanding various needs of people and taking care
of them in detail but you can manage such situations
without much efforts and reluctance.
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Study Habits

Study Habits

Alma Mater's Study Habits test assesses an individual’s style, techniques and constancy about study skills and methods
that one has formed during school years. The test evaluates an individual on three key elements i.e. Learning techniques,
Examination techniques and Memory. Good study habits are considered essential for acquiring good grades and also
help in effective learning to secure a bright career.

 

Learning Techniques

Your Rating In This Category
Is Good
It is a combination of your
methods  and  ways  for
effective learning. It includes

Time management●

Reading habits●

Note taking●

Learning motivation●

Memory

Your Rating In This Category
Is Good 

Memory is the ability to
remember subject oriented
information, experiences and
people. Improving memory
means learning better.

Examination Techniques

Your Rating In This Category
Is Fair

Examinations need careful
preparation,  many feel
nervous on the examination
day but with careful revision
and good examinat ion
techniques you can do well.
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Study Habits

Learning Techniques It is combination of your methods and ways for effective learning. It includes Time
management, Reading habits, Note taking and Learning motivation.

Your rating in this category is Good

Time Management

Judicious usage of available time by scheduling
helps to adjust study periods and extracurricular
activities according to the need of a student.

Suggestions

Prepare and Follow “To Do List” - as a Daily/weekly●

planner to write important study activities. Do the same
for monthly activities so that you can plan in advance.
Avoid Interruptions and Distractions - Learn to say ‘No’●

according to your study plan to basic distractions e.g.
internet, games mobile, TV etc.

Reading Habits

Reading involve various aspects such as
vocabulary, reading speed, comprehension and
selection of reading material.

Suggestions

Reading Speed - Generally, one reads 100 words per●

minute in mother tongue and 50-75 in any other language.
As a habit, read few words; understand their meaning and
usage on a daily basis.
Read Early in the Day when your mind is clear and sharp●

as your grasping is at its best.
Read in the Proper Position - Angling your reading●

material at 45 degrees improves reading speed and
reduces eye strain. Avoid reading on a bed. Always
prefer to sit on a chair.

Note taking

It improves attention, concentration and memory.1.
Reinforces learning of the material and makes reading
a more active process.
It provides concise version of all the essential2.
information needed for quick revision

Suggestions

Paraphrase in own words, write key words and●

summarize to make personal notes. The best effective
order while taking notes is: Listen ->Look- ->Think- ->
Understand --> Paraphrase --> Make Notes
While reading, underlining important points and●

preparing notes is helpful.

Learning Motivation

Desire to learn is a determining factor in learning.
Learning is quick and retention is longer if interest
and desire are high. Capacity to learn is unique.
While some are group learners, others are self
learners. Determine your true learning style and go
ahead brilliantly.

Suggestions
You can boost your motivation in some of the following
ways:

Set short-term goals and give yourself a reward when you●

achieve a target.
You should target for zero option for all subjects.●

Find a source of inspiration: who or what could inspire●

you to complete your goals?
Positive self-talk like “I am going to prepare perfectly for●

this exam.” improves your motivation.
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Study Habits

Memory

 

Meaning

Memory is the ability to remember subject
oriented information, experiences and people.
Improving memory means learning better.

 Your rating in this category is Good

Suggestions:

Some techniques to improve your memory-

Relax Your Mind – Being relaxed allows us to think clearly.●

Thus, we tend to perform effectively and efficiently. Under
tension we struggle to remember information..
Use Your Body and Senses to Improve Your Memory - It●

has been said that people remember 90 percent of what they do,
75 percent of what they see and 20 percent of what they hear.
Mental Imagery - Use visualization by creating mental images●

that you can associate with the information you are trying to
learn. The more visual you can make the learning process, the
easier to remember the information.
Acronyms - Use of acronyms can be helpful when a list of facts●

or sequence of items must be remembered. Acronyms can be
created to remember a specific item. For example, VIBGYOR
to remember names of colours– violet, indigo, blue, green,
yellow, orange and red.
SQ3R Technique - A reading and study skill system which●

helps in improving memory i.e. survey of study material then
forming questions on it followed by reading, recalling and
reviewing the material helps in better recall.

Examination technique

 

Meaning
Examinations need careful preparation, many feel
nervous on the examination day but with careful
revision and good examination techniques you can
do well.

Your rating in this category is Fair

Suggestions:

Before the exams-

Devote more time and attention towards weak areas●

Even Under nervousness/ pressure never study the entire night●

before a paper. Mind gets clogged and you might forget what
you knew nicely also.
Having a calm, cool and relaxed attitude towards examination is●

beneficial and can be gained only after good preparations.

Once you get the question paper-

Read the entire exam paper carefully.●

Mentally plan how you will answer the paper with respect to●

allotted time. Start with the easiest questions.
If you are running out of time and you can’t write sentences●

then just write in bullet points. If you don't have time to do the
calculations, write and explain what calculations you would do.
Never leave an exam hall early. You can utilise available time●

for checking and rechecking. There is always something you
can do to improve your answer sheet.
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Aspired Careers

Nandan Mundhada     10th Std

Your top 2 aspired careers are assessed on the basis of your results in Aptitude Tests. If you have strong interests for a
certain career, you still need the relevant abilities to support that career.

 

Architecture
Your suitability for this career – Perfect!

As indicated by you, your aspiration is in pursuing Architecture.

This career can be pursued by choosing Science stream.
The combination and level of abilities that you possess makes this career a perfect match for you.

However, if you really want to touch the sky, you need to maintain the performance standard in your studies as
well as in the Reasoning ability, Numerical ability, Cognitive Ability, Rapid Evaluation Ability.

Chartered Accountancy
Your suitability for this career – Promising!

As indicated by you, your aspiration is in pursuing Chartered Accountancy.

This career can be pursued by choosing Commerce stream.
The combination and level of abilities that you possess makes this career a promising one for you.

However, if you want to make this a ‘Perfect’ career choice, you will have to improve the performance standard in
studies and need to work on Rapid Evaluation Ability, Verbal ability, Reasoning ability, Numerical ability,
Cognitive Ability.
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Recommended Streams

nandan mundhada     10th Std

Alma Mater's top three recommendations are based on your results in Aptitude and Interest Tests.

 

Arts and Humanities

The combination and level of abilities that you possess makes this stream a perfect match for you.

Your Numerical ability is Excellent, Verbal ability is Good, Reasoning ability is Very good, Rapid Evaluation Ability is Very
good, Spatial ability is Very good, Cognitive Ability is Good.

However, if you really want to touch the sky, you need to maintain the performance standard in your studies as well as in the
Numerical ability, Verbal ability, Reasoning ability, Rapid Evaluation Ability, Cognitive Ability.

Commerce

The combination and level of abilities that you possess makes this stream a perfect match for you.

Your Numerical ability is Excellent, Verbal ability is Good, Reasoning ability is Very good, Rapid Evaluation Ability is Very
good, Spatial ability is Very good, Cognitive Ability is Good.

However, if you really want to touch the sky, you need to maintain the performance standard in your studies as well as in the
Numerical ability, Verbal ability, Reasoning ability, Rapid Evaluation Ability, Cognitive Ability.

Science

The combination and level of abilities that you possess makes this stream a perfect match for you.

Your Numerical ability is Excellent, Verbal ability is Good, Reasoning ability is Very good, Rapid Evaluation Ability is Very
good, Spatial ability is Very good, Cognitive Ability is Good.

However, if you really want to touch the sky, you need to maintain the performance standard in your studies as well as in the
Numerical ability, Verbal ability, Reasoning ability, Rapid Evaluation Ability, Cognitive Ability.
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Arts And Humanities

Overview
“The arts and humanities define who we are as people. That is their power -- to remind us of what we each have to offer, and
what we all have in common. To help us understand our history and imagine our future. To give us hope in the moments of
struggle and to bring us together when nothing else will.” — First Lady of USA Michelle Obama. It is considered a highly
valuable stream for many generations. If you are the person who has innate inclination towards languages, history, politics and
human behaviour, then this could be the most suitable field for you. In addition, you must have keen interest and liking
towards the humanities to take up Arts. Now- a-days Arts and Humanities stream is not only meant for those who scores less or
just below first class grade, even the top rankers are opting for this stream. It is a matter of pure choice, and area of interests.

Skill set
Acquiring information●

Creative thinking●

Keen interest in cultures and languages●

Organizing and using information●

Interpersonal relationships and social participation●

Scope and opportunities
Arts & Humanities can be considered as the only stream where there is something to learn for everybody. The subjects range is
quite widespread - from Languages (both Indian & foreign) and Linguistics, to Literature, Politics, Economics, History,
Mathematics and Psychology, as well as Creative Arts and the Media. You can go for Arts Stream that matches your interests,
or you can think about the area you would like to work in after you graduate - such as journalism, translation or the
government jobs.
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Commerce

Overview
Commerce is the cornerstone of the modern economy. Commerce acts as a whole system in any pivotal economy and mainly
deals with exchange of goods or services for money or business, usually on a scale large enough to require transportation
across the city, state or national boundaries. It involves and impacts on the economic, political, legal, social, cultural and
technological activities that Push commercial interactions around the world. Commerce as a subject has been gaining fast
popularity as a reliable career choice in India.

Skill set
Critical and creative thinking●

Numerical●

Research and analysis●

Communication●

Scope and opportunities
You will be learning subjects like Economics, Accountancy, Finance, Secretarial practice, Business mathematics, Organisation
of Commerce, etc. Commerce offers foundation for many professional careers like Finance, Accountancy, Tax Practitioners,
Banking, Broking and Research and many more.
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Science

Overview
Science changes the way we live our life. The pace of our lives has been drastically increased because of science. It is a proven
fact that we either carry or use science in our day to day life. However, do we think about how science affects our life and daily
routines? Science generally consists of three major headings: physics, chemistry and biology. The scientific process consists of
observing the physical world, formulating a hypothesis, interpreting the results, forming a conclusion and in some cases
applying the end results.

Skill set
Flair for basic numeracy and statistics●

Good command over verbal ability●

Ability to apprehend technical and scientific words●

Writing style should be precise and informative●

Familiarity with SI units (modern form of the metric system)●

and use of scientific symbols

Scope and opportunities
Generally science stream is full of many courses. It is an evergreen stream; hence, choosing any desired course will provide
you a bright scope and job satisfaction.
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Details Provided by You

Your Personal Details

Name Nandan Mundhada
Date of Birth 13-11-2004
Studying in 10th Std.
School Yavatmal Public School
Disability Physically Fit

Your Academic Details

Qualification Status Appearing
Stream
Stream Group
8th % 89.00%
9th % 85.00%
10th % 95.00%

8th Std 9th Std 10th Std
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Tips to Shine

Gather information about yourself by

making a list of your mental, physical and

interpersonal skills and assess them with

reference to your career matches.

Gather information about academics by

meeting senior students around you, who are

pursuing the courses which are recommended

to you. Get information such as study

pattern, length of the syllabus, admission

procedure from them for a particular course.

Meet academic experts from various

colleges, who are teaching in your

recommended courses, this step would help

you to study and achieve success.

Gather information about colleges as per

your recommended courses, then, prepare a

list of colleges offering the best courses,

preferably in your city.

Keep regular access to periodicals,

newspapers, and internet study resources

that are directly related to your recommended

career areas.

Visiting job fairs will be an advantage.

Apparently, you would come to know about

the demand of your recommended careers

in the current market.

Get practical experience while working

part-time in your recommended career field.
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Disclaimer

Career Guidance Report

The purpose of this Career Guidance Report is self-discovery. It is designed to help people identify their natural abilities,
personality strengths and their career interests. The Alma Mater's Career Guidance Report should not be used to identify
or diagnose psychological, mental health and/or medical problems. The user assumes sole responsibility for any actions
or decisions that are made as a result of using this report and self- discovery. By using the Alma Mater's Career Guidance
Report, you explicitly waive and relinquish any and all claims of any nature against Alma Mater's and/or their employees
arising out of or in connection with the use of this Report.

Disclaimer for Personality / Interest test
High/low scores do not mean anything good or bad projected in you through the test. It is usually an inter mix of
different factors in the same persona.

Preview of streams/careers

Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this report at the time of●

printing. However, this information could be subject to change.

For all tests the results interpreted in these tests are based on the answers provided by the individuals/ applicant. We●

(Alma Mater) will not be held responsible for any difference or correctness of the same.

These test assessments are made for educational and/or personal purposes only and thus the inferences found within this
report should be viewed with unbiased consideration.




